[Improvement of Brain Contrast Using Spin Echo T1-weighted Image at 3 T MRI].
Brain T1-weighted images using spin echo (SE) sequence has poor contrast at 3.0 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging (3.0 T MRI) systems from the influence of crosstalk and magnetized transfer (MT) effect, and prolongation of the T1 value. Therefore, improving of scan parameters has been reported such as excitation flip angle (FA) and interleave data acquisition. The purpose of this study was to show the effects of alterations of presaturation pulse amplitude and chemical shift selective (CHESS) pulse amplitude. Gray-to-white matter contrast increased with decreasing amplitude of presaturation pulse in whole brain imaging. Presaturation and CHESS pulse consist of radio frequency pulse. Therefore, both pulses have a similar effect on MT pulse. Manual alteration of presaturation pulse amplitude for each scan lacks versatility on clinical use. However, decreasing amplitude of presaturation pulse is equal to decreasing thickness of presaturation pulse. About CHESS pulse, it requires no manual alteration for each scan. For example, switching fat suppression mode from strong to weak increase T1 contrast. Our study demonstrated that using not only low excitation FA and interleave date acquisition but also low amplitude of presaturation and CHESS pulse increase the contrast in T1 SE brain scans at 3.0 T MRI.